checking [4, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , process algebra [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , formal concept analysis [25] and theorem proving [26] [27] [28] [29] methods.
Among the mentioned approaches, model checking [30] is a well-known verification technique to evaluate the functional properties of a distributed system automatically [31, 32] . The main goal of the model checking is to find the property violations and limitations in the system behavior with the counterexamples [33] . However, there are some limitations for model checking such as state space explosion and temporal logic design [34] . For improving these limitations, the symbolic model checking [35, 36] with Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) has been presented by McMillan [34] . Some industrial tools such as NuSMV [37] , PAT [38] , Spin [39] , and UPPAAL [40] are well-known for analyzing the system behavior correctness [41] [42] [43] . But, these tools have some limitations such as weak graphical user interface, the complexity of programming language and generating the automated temporal specification rules for verifying the system behavior [44] [45] [46] [47] . To illustrate the temporal logic formulas, some model checkers such as NuSMV have supported the generated specification rules in forms of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) and Computation Tree Logic (CTL) [17, 37, [48] [49] [50] . Also, creating a critical specification rule for checking in the generated state space of the system behavior is an important challenge for model checkers. When the state space increases exponentially, checking and discovering the critical specification rules to measure the correctness of the system is confused [51, 52] . As yet, model checkers do not guarantee automated specification rules generation [53, 54] . In addition, a model checker needs to automated formal design that supports the Kripke structure (KS) and Labeled Transition System (LTS) modeling methods. In model checking, some characteristic points consolidate an irrefrangible relationship between integrated abstract model and the concrete system behavior. The characteristic points include specifying descriptive features, designing precise model, configuring desired feature selection, and generating comprehensive specification rules. This relationship is confident that the correctness of the integrated abstract model using model checking is very reliable to evaluate concrete system behavior. If we emphasize some characteristic points for designing and modeling system behavior [55] , then the accurate verification results are obtained from model checking.
This paper presents an easy to use and user-friendly Graphical Symbolic Modeling Toolkit (GSMT) to simplify model checking the system behavior. We advocate the use of fully automated designing methods to check the correctness of the system behavior. The refinement of design, modeling and verification levels lead the behavior correctness procedure to increase the accuracy. An integrated architecture is also designed for each level according to the simple relationship among the existing objects of the proposed framework. This framework not only follows the contributions of the existing model checkers but also adds some important points to verify the system behavior using model checking. The contributions of this research are as follows:
• Presenting a graphical model checking framework to facilitate the system behavior design.
• Providing a modeling platform to support the KS and LTS models.
• Generating the LTL and CTL specification rules of the system model according to the functional properties such as deadlock, reachability, and safety conditions.
• Presenting a high-level order of recursive reduced Kripke and labeled models to ameliorate the state space explosion problem.
• Facilitating the verification procedure using NuSMV.
The paper structure is organized as follows, "Related work" section illustrates a brief review of the presented related frameworks and toolsets. In "GSMT framework" section, we address a conceptual explanation of the GSMT framework. Also, this section introduces the current four layers in the automated verification approach. Moreover, the formal descriptions of the system behavior are illustrated to handle the model checking the specification rules. "Experimental analysis" depicts a descriptive case study to evaluate the verification procedure for the proposed framework with the other approaches according to some experimental results. Finally, "Conclusion and future work" provides the conclusion and some open subjects on this topic as the future works.
Related work
In this section, some related studies are discussed briefly which contain modeling and descriptive translators and automated verification frameworks according to some important features and challenges.
Castelluccia et al. [56] presented a formal framework to design web applications according to the UML method. The key feature of this framework is based on LTS model checking and CTL formulas. First, a design of the model is generated in forms of the UML-based platform with the XMI format. Then, the framework translated the proposed UML-based platform to the extensible SMV codes.
Li et al. [54] proposed a translator framework to exchange Programmed Logic Controllers (PLC) for executable verification codes using utility block chart language. The framework presented a formal modeling approach to specifying the model structure using a Boolean explanation method. The model is translated to some modules of SMV codes. This translator supports just CTL formulas to embed in code generation. Designing the model structure is not automatic because the extensibility of the model checking approach is covered. Also, this framework supports a command-line authentication to avoid invalid inputs according to its powerful editor environment. The main disadvantages of this framework are as follows: the requirement patterns as the specification rules are input manually; the LTL formulas are not supported; the framework has not illustrated the correctness of the functional properties such as reachability and deadlock.
Abdelsadiq [57] presented a high-level modeling framework for Contractual Businessto-Business relations (CB2B) to apply e-contract models in the e-business management system. The CB2B models support a set of the conceptual model that includes truths, actions, responsibilities and exclusions for checking contract agreement. First, the designed model translated to Event-Condition-Action (ECA) structure according to Process Metalanguage (Promela) language. Then, a set of simple LTL formulas is generated manually. Both temporal specifications and ECA model are translated to executable codes for the Spin model checker. The main limitations of this framework are as follows: (1) the design level of the formal modeling is omitted; (2) specification rules are very simple; (3) an editable platform for user interface has not been indicated. Souri et al. Hum. Cent. Comput. Inf. Sci. (2019) 9:4 Caltais et al. [58] proposed a framework conversion to interact between the System Modelling Language (SysML)-based models and NuSMV symbolic model checker. The SysML-Ja is a toolset that translates the structural SysML-based models in forms of block diagrams and state diagrams to symbolic modules of SMV codes. This translation is retrieved from the LTS model by some events and actions. The relationships between each block/state diagram are converted to a transition command in SMV code. Some specification rules are input at the end of the SMV codes manually. There are some limitations in this framework as follows: (1) the generation of specification rules has not been considered in the structure of the framework; (2) the graphical modeling stage is omitted in this framework.
Furthermore, Deb et al. [59] have presented an inherent sequence state transition modeling transformation framework for concurrent systems. They used the Naive algorithm to handle the rise of the state space. First, requirements are translated to the LTS model with respect to a set of sequences states. In the editor environment, the LTS model is converted according to the Multi-dimensional Lattice Paths (MLP) to the SMV codes. The framework can add a simple CTL formula to the generated SMV code to verify it. However, when a large model is loaded in this framework, the state space has been increased highly. When the system behavior has a multi-tenant structure, the translated modules cannot interact with them by transition methods. In addition, the functional properties have not been verified in this framework using NuSMV.
Meenakshi et al. [60] have presented a converter environment between Simulink models and input language of model checkers automatically. The system engineers can develop the structural models in Simulink environments such as MATLAB informally. Hence, this converter tool can be useful to transform the Simulink model as the input to a formal description approach in forms of NuSMV model checker codes. The proposed tool covers all of the block diagrams that organize the structural model of the Simulink. There are some limitations in this tool compared with the other instruments: the LTL specifications are not considered in this tool to translate into SMV codes; a graphical modeling diagram is not illustrated to avoid the state space examination. In addition, the practical feature of this model does not support a complex industrial model for translating to the SMV codes.
Vinárek et al. [61] proposed a translator framework between use case models and NuSMV model checker. The authors described a formal explanation of the Formal verification of Annotated Models (FOAM) framework using a user/actor model. The use case model is converted to a textual behavior automaton based on a priority connection. The textual behavior automaton is translated to a configurable LTS model [62] . The main disadvantages of this tool are as follows: first, this translator has not the editor environment to illustrate code generation; second, this tool has not covered the LTL specifications for checking the correctness of the use case models. There is just a demo environment for this tool rather than a practical translator environment.
Szwed [63] presented a translator plugin to convert a business model to executable model checking code. This plugin specifies all of the direct elements of the business model that connect with each symbolic state in the business layer. In translation procedure, a set of the business processes are specified as the atomic states and the business tasks are specified as the events. The CTL formulas are added by the user manually. A graphical model is presented after translating SMV codes. Some limitations of this plugin are as follow: The verification method is executed without any correctness procedure; also, the LTL formulas are not supported. However, the execution time and reachability states are not compared with the other frameworks.
Jiang and Qiu [64] have proposed an Spin2NuSMV (S2N) converter framework between Spin models and NuSMV codes. This framework presents a conversion procedure for transforming a high-level model in forms of Promela language into a lowlevel model as a state transition system in SMV code. Each process in the Spin model has been translated to a state with events coverage asynchronously. However, this framework cannot support the temporal logic transformation since NuSMV covers both LTL and CTL logics and Spin just generates LTL logic in the opposite. In addition, when a complex model is transformed into the SMV codes, some channels connection between processes are omitted.
Szpyrka et al. [65] have presented a translator framework to convert state graph of a colored Petri-net model to an executable SMV code. Each net is converted to a state and each guard is transformed into an atomic proposition. The translated model is shown in forms of a Kripke model in NuSMV. A graphical reachability graph is generated after the translation procedure that is very confused and irregular. Also, the translated model is not displayed as a graphical model. This tool has a simple environment that imports a Petri-net model and translates to the SMV code in editor environment. The temporal logic formulas are added to end of the code manually. Also, the timed-Petri-net models cannot translate to SMV codes.
According to the discussed and reviewed translator frameworks in model checking approach, the comparison of the related frameworks has illustrated in Table 1 . The main factors of this view include existed case study, the modeling method, design method, temporal logic provision, and model checker interaction. All of the translator frameworks added the temporal specifications to the SMV code manually. Our presented framework generates all of the temporal logics in forms of the embedded specification rules in SMV code. In addition, NuSMV supports two temporal logics to design the specification rules of the system. To the best of our knowledge, all related frameworks proposed a translator to provide both code generation/execution. Also, editor platforms support just one modeling template such as LTS or KS and one temporal logic formula for the system behavioral model. At complementing with them, our GSMT framework presents (1) automated design approach for formal descriptions of the system, (2) a compositional behavioral modeling for system behavior in forms of LTS and KS models, (3) generating the visual model diagram of the designed behavior, (4) constructing detailed temporal logic formulas in terms of CTL and LTL, and (5) symbolic automated verification approach using NuSMV.
GSMT framework
This section provides a conceptual description of the proposed framework with some key explanations. The important feature of the GSMT is its flexible modeling and checking capability that represents the common collaboration between two main steps of the formal verification approach. This flexibility is the prominent point of a translator framework that supports all technical features of the behavioral correctness of a complex system. In this section, the framework architecture is explained comprehensively. Also, the presented recursive reduction approach is illustrated in this section.
GSMT behavioral models
The GSMT navigates the behavioral model to a complete design, actual modeling, and automated translation approach. Figure 1 displays a conceptual architecture of GSMT. The GSMT architecture includes four dependent layers as follow: design, modeling, Fig. 1 The GSMT architecture logic and symbolic code. After designing the proposed model, a behavioral model is constructed by the framework. The behavioral model is translated to an LTS or KS model. The translated model can get two results for converting to the final SMV code that includes the original model and reduced model. Concurrently in the logic layer, the specification rules are generated automatically. Then, the final generated code is executed in NuSMV to check the generated specification rules automatically. Design layer is an interactive level to navigate the fundamental of behavioral model features. This layer has performed following three obligations:
• Specifying design type of the behavioral model in forms of KS or LTS.
• Creating the structural features of the behavioral model such as states, actions, and atomic propositions.
• Creating the system exploration according to the relationship between the features. Figure 2 illustrates a flowchart diagram that describes the design layer in the GSMT framework. First, the design method is specified for constructing a behavioral model. Depending on the state-based or action-based model checking approaches, two methods can be chosen for this procedure in terms of KS and LTS. When the design method is specified, the basic features of the behavioral model such as states, transitions and For the KS model, there are some features according to Kripke structure definition [66, 67] . The method is a state-based framework and the states are labeled with a name. The user can input a set of states and atomic propositions for the initialization section.
Definition 1 A Kripke structure is a five-tuple KS = (Q, I, P, R, L) where [68] :
• Q is a set of states.
• I is the set of initial states: I ∈ Q.
• P is a set of atomic propositions.
• R is a set of transition relations R ⊆ Q × Q.
• L is a state labeling function L : Q → 2 p .
In the above definition, a path can be defined on the behavioral model as follow:
Definition 2 A Kripke path KP is a finite sequence of the states and transitions starting from the state q 1 and finishing at the state q n that (q 1 and q n ∈ Q, p ∈ P) denoted as [69] :
In the next method, the model is constructed as an LTS model that is the event-based framework and the transitions are labeled with a name [70, 71] . The user can initialize a set of states and actions to design the behavioral model.
Definition 3 A Labeled Transition System LT is a 4-tuple LT = (S, M, A, T) where:
• S is a set of states.
• M is the set of initial state: M ∈ S.
• A is a set of actions.
• T is a total transition relation:
This means, the relation s 1 a → s 2 (s 1 , s 2 ∈ S and a ∈ A) is used for stating that
Also, in the second method, a path on the behavioral model is described as follow:
Definition 4 A Labeled path LP in the second method is a finite sequence of the events and actions starting from the state s 1 and finishing at the state s n (s 1 and s n ∈ S) denoted as [72] :
By using the Kripke Path KP and the Labeled Path LP, we create the state space exploration for the proposed behavioral models in model checking.
Modeling layer is a visual interaction level illustrating the graphical models of the behavioral model. This layer is classified to the following three steps:
• Configuring the transition relations between the expected attributes in the behavioral model. • Translating the configurable relations to the graph-based relation machine.
• Generating a graphical state exploration diagram according to the graph-based relation machine. Figure 3 shows the modeling layer architecture for generating a visual state exploration diagram in the GSMT framework. First, each transition relation in the behavioral model is constructed according to the formulated paths in the above definitions. Due to the importance of the relation handling between expected states, transmitting the states by each event or an atomic proposition is done automatically. In this situation, any transition relation is not omitted in a complex behavioral model. After configuring the formal transition relations, a graph-based relation machine is translated for mapping on the state space exploration. This translation is based on the GraphViz 1 tool as a visual modeling software. Finally, a graphical state exploration diagram for the designed behavioral model has generated automatically. The generated output model is produced in form of dot format that has a hierarchical drawing architecture for modeling the system behavior. We prepare the editable version of the modeling format for the user that can save it to the other viewable formats like an image. Due to having the simple language structure in GraphViz, this platform is chosen for increasing the flexibility. The logic layer is a formal descriptive level to demonstrate the temporal logic formulas in verification of the behavioral model. This layer has the following features:
• Extracting the transition relations as a set of specification rules.
• Converting the specification rules to a formula-based platform in forms of the LTL and CTL.
• Generating the existent permutation temporal formulas for all of the specification rules. Figure 4 shows the logic layer architecture to the automated construction of the temporal logic specifications in terms of reachability, deadlock, liveness, and safety conditions. Initially, the set of states, atomic propositions and actions are extracted to the permutation of the transition relations in a Finite State Machine (FSM). According to the following descriptions of the temporal logics, the conversion procedure is done for each property checking which includes deadlock condition, reachability asset, safeness property and liveness condition. For showing the specification properties, we explain CTL and LTL briefly. The CTL syntax is described as follows [16] :
• True is a true proposition.
• The p is an atomic proposition where the α formula can hold atomic proposition p with a sentence or statement according to following syntax α (p) which is both true or false value.
• The α is ranged over CTL formulas.
• The ¬α (not), α ∧ α ′ (and) and α ∨ α ′ (or) are logical syntaxes on the formulas.
• A (always) and E (eventually) are the general quantifiers on all of the paths.
The logic layer architecture of the GSMT framework
• G (globally), X (next state) and F (in the future) are contracted in the entire of each path.
Also, LTL syntax is explained as follow [73, 74] :
• The q is an atomic proposition where a β formula gets atomic proposition q with a declarative statement according to following syntax β (q) which is both true or false value.
• The β is a range over LTL formulas.
• The ¬β (not), β ∧ β ′ (and) and β ∨ β ′ (or) are logical syntaxes on the formulas.
• The βU β ′ means that β is true and enabled until β ′ is activated.
According to the specified temporal syntaxes, three categorizations are performed to generate all of the expected specification rules in the system behavior automatically. The user can select each property according to the model analysis. The generated temporal properties are added to the end of the code. For example, we have the simple template of some specification properties for the LTS model as follows:
• (Deadlock freedom) AG !(state & action); • (Liveness) AG (state & action) → AF (state & action); • (Reachability) AG (EF(state & action → state & action));
Symbolic code layer is a fully automated verification approach for executing the generated symbolic codes in the NuSMV interactive model checker. This layer navigates the following tasks:
• Translating the expected attributes to the hierarchically structured programming platform.
• Transforming the hierarchically structured platform to the SMV codes.
• Adding the generated specification formulas to the end of the code.
• Reducing the expected attributes to ameliorate the state space explosion.
• Confirming the reduced behavioral model as the optimally generated SMV code.
• Generating the executable SMV code for automated verification in NuSMV. Figure 5 displays the symbolic code layer architecture to automated verification of the behavioral model. First, the modeled structure is translated to a hierarchical-based platform to preserve the expected transition relations. Then, the hierarchical-based platform is transformed into the SMV code configuration. In this position, the user has two methods for producing final code. The original SMV code of the behavioral model via the expected specification rules are generated automatically. Also, the user can request the reduced behavioral model to ameliorate the state space explosion in a complex system. The GSMT generates a reduced SMV code for executing in the NuSMV. In the β ::= True|q|¬β|β ∧ β ′ |β ∨ β ′ |Gβ(q)|F β(q)|Xβ(q)|βU β ′ verification phase, the NuSMV reads the generated code and transforms it into a flat hierarchical model. Then, the existing variables are encoded for constructing Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (OBDD) [75] platform. Finally, the constructed model is built for checking the behavioral correctness of the system. After describing the GSMT architecture, we present the recursive reduction approach for the GSMT.
Recursive reduced model
The reduced model generally is based on a linear reduction in some related approaches [70, [76] [77] [78] . The complex systems have a set of impermissible states that are composed of the parallel relational processes. The similarity of the attributes and transition relations increase the number of state space size. Whatever the number of states and transitions are decreased, the state space is compacted because the size of Fig. 5 The symbolic code layer architecture of the GSMT framework the state space has been increased exponentially. We use a vicinity matrix for recursive reduced model. To describe the state space reduction, the first step is ordering the vicinity matrix of the state space according to the transition relations. After generating the vicinity matrix, a recursive reduced algorithm is executed for refining the state space. According to the reduction algorithms [76, 77] , we have a minimization equivalence method that the model size is defined for comparing the minimality and reduced model [76] . Consequently, the reduced model S R is replaced on the original model S m for ameliorating the state space explosion [67] . Figure 6a is the original KS model by a set of states (S 0 , S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 , S 5 , S 6 ) and Fig. 6b is a reduced KS model. In the original Kripke model, there are three states S 3 , S 4 and S 5 by same atomic proposition {x} in the KS model that are merged together in set of labeling functions ((S 0 , {x}), (S 1 , {z}), (S 2 , {y}), (S 3 , S 4 , S 5 , {x}), (S 6 , {z})). First, a vicinity matrix is created for the original Kripke model. Figure 7 depicts the design of the vicinity matrix for the original and reduced models. For a sample, in the original matrix (Fig. 7a) , there are two neighborhood values according to the transition relation method. When the value of S 1 S 3 is equal to the value of S 1 S 4 (PS i, j = PS i, j+1 ) that means there is a same proposition for the proposed states, then the reduced approach is applied. Initially, the S 4 and S 5 are transmitted to For the matrix n-arrays (j=1; j=<n ; j++); 4. { 5.
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Experimental analysis
This section illustrates some experimental case studies to evaluate the GSMT framework. First, a brief exploration of the GSMT environment is presented. Then, some case studies are illustrated to demonstrate the performance evaluation of the framework. Finally, the verification results are shown in this section.
User interface of GSMT
The framework consists of three main windows that include modeling method selection, KS model window, and LTS model.
In Fig. 9 , a Kripke model platform is shown for creating Example 1 as a case study. Following sections illustrate the important regions in KS platform. At the first stage, the designer can input initial information for the behavioral model. The reduction method, generating temporal logics and generating SMV codes are done automatically. In the main text, all the existing layers have been illustrated with manual or automatic conditions.
• Add propose state: the user inputs a set of existing states on Add propose state button. The defined states are listed in the state list manually.
• Add initial state: the user should select an initial state from the state list which the initial state is displayed in the First state box manually.
Fig. 9
The KS window in the GSMT framework
• Add transition relation: it shows the transition relations that are constructed in forms of From/To structure. All of the transition relations are listed in transition relation list box. The interaction simplicity is a key point for users and engineers to design and model a complex system using GSMT manually. • Add AP: it specifies the atomic propositions of each state using Add AP button manually. • Generate behavioral model: it consists of a button which generates a graphical state transition diagram in form of the GraphViz output based on own structure codes automatically.
• Generate symbolic code: it is a symbolic code generation for constructing the final SMV code in the following textbox. This textbox is an editable platform for copying and modifying the SMV code. When the checkbox reduce is checked, then the model is reduced according to the reduction approach and the reduced final SMV code is generated. Also, the framework generates the new graphical diagram for reduced model automatically. • Specification generators: by selecting the specification rules, the GSMT produces the temporal formulas automatically. In the column of CTL specification generator, there are 4 specification rules for adding to the end of the SMV code automatically.
• For example, the deadlock and reachability properties are selected to generate and add in the code. In addition, the LTL specification generator column has three specification rules. In Fig. 9 , all of the properties are selected to add the end of the code.
Example 1 This example illustrates a translation procedure for a Kripke model to the SMV code. A verification approach is done based on the NuSMV model checker automatically. According to Definition 1, the formal description of the Kripke structure of Example 1 is as follow:
• Set of the states Q = (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6).
• The initial state I = S1.
• The set of atomic propositions P = (p, q, r).
• The set of transition relations R = {(S1, S2), (S2, S3), (S2, S4), (S3, S5), (S4, S6)}.
• The state labelling functions L = ((S1, {p}), (S2, {q}), (S3, {q}), (S4, {p, q}), (S5, {p, r}), (S6, {p, r}). Figure 10 shows the graphical state transition diagram of Example 1 that is generated automatically using GSMT. After modeling the proposed behavioral model of the Example 1, the final SMV code is generated according to the symbolic code platform. The verification results of the Example 1 are as follows:
• The execution time of this model is 158.5 ms, • Generating 18 deadlock-free properties, • Generating 180 reachability properties, • Generating 180 liveness properties, • Generating 720 safety properties. Figure 11 illustrates the executed SMV code in NuSMV for Example 1 automatically. In this figure, there is no deadlock problem in the example. The existing reachable states of the proposed model is 64 with system diameter 5. The numbers of allocated OBDD states are 297. After checking the CTL specifications, the 50% of the generated Fig. 10 The generated graphical transition diagram of Example 1 in the GSMT framework deadlock properties is true, the 77% of the reachability properties is true, the 100% of the liveness properties is true, and the 92% of the safety properties is true. The total number of the generated CTL properties of the Example 1 is 1098. Figure 12 shows the LTS window for constructing the Example 2 as the suggested case study. According to the specified numbers of Fig. 12 , the translation procedure of the LTS to the final SMV code is shown.
• Add initial state: the user should select an initial state from the state list which the initial state is displayed in the First state box manually. • Add action: the user inputs a set of existing actions on Add propose action button manually.
• Add initial action: the user selects an initial action from the action list which the initial action is shown in the First action box manually.
• Add transition relation: it shows the transition relations that are constructed in forms of From/To/By structure. All of the transition relations are listed in transition relation list box manually.
• Generate a behavioral model: it consists of a button which generates a graphical state transition diagram in form of the GraphViz output automatically.
• Generate symbolic code: it is a symbolic code generation for constructing the final SMV code in the following textbox. This textbox is an editable platform for copying and modifying the SMV code. When the checkbox reduce is checked, then the model is reduced according to the reduction approach and the reduced final SMV code is generated. Also, the framework generates the new graphical diagram for reduced model automatically.
Fig. 12
The LTS window in the GSMT framework
• Specification generators: by selecting the specification rules, the GSMT produces the temporal formulas automatically. In the column of CTL specification generator, there are 4 specification rules for adding to the end of the SMV code automatically.
Example 2 This example illustrates a translation procedure for a labeled model to the SMV code. A modeling and verification approach is done based on the NuSMV model checker automatically. According to Definition 3, the formal description of the LTS of Example 2 is as follow:
• Set of the state S = (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6).
• The initial state M = S1.
• The set of atomic propositoins A = (a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6). • The set of transition relations T = {(S1, a1, S2), (S2, a2, S3), (S2, a2, S4), (S3, a3, S5), (S4, a4, S6), (S5, a5, S6), (S5, a3, S3), (S6, a6, S1)}. Figure 13 shows the graphical state transition diagrams for Example 2 that is generated automatically using GSMT. Figure 13a shows the original LTS model and Fig. 13b depicts the reduced LTS model after applying the reduce approach on the original model. After modeling the proposed behavioral model of the Example 2, the final SMV code is generated according to the symbolic code platform. The verification results of the Example 2 are as follows:
• The execution time of this model is 328.9 ms; • Generating 42 deadlock-free properties; • Generating 1260 reachability properties; • Generating 1260 liveness properties; • Generating 3450 safety properties. Figure 14 illustrates the executed SMV code of Example 2 in the NuSMV automatically. In this figure, there is no deadlock problem. The existing reachable states of the proposed model is 2680 with system diameter 5. The numbers of allocated OBDD states are 296. After checking the CTL specifications, the 55% of the generated deadlock properties is true, the 75% of the reachability properties is true, the 100% of the liveness properties is true, and the 94% of the safety properties is true. The total number of the generated CTL properties of the Example 2 is 6012.
Performance evaluation
For comparing the performance of GSMT and the other translator frameworks, some test case examples are analyzed. In this experiment, an Intel ® Core ™ i5-6200U @ 2.30 GHz CPU, and 8 GB memory in Windows 10 have been used. The first level of the performance evaluation is analyzing the verification time of the original and reduced models that we perform some test cases to analyze the GSMT framework. The details of these test cases are illustrated in Table 2 . These case studies are generated randomly. Figure 15 demonstrates the verification time for ten test cases (10 to 100,000 state explorations) in forms of original and reduced models. This result specifies that the reduced model of the GSMT provides a substantial performance in the verification time. When the number of the state space attributes are increased, the verification time of the state exploration is grown. In this situation, the reduced model can significantly decrease the verification time of system verification. Also, Table 3 shows the number of states and transitions of 10 test cases of Table 2 in order to the percentage of state space reduction using the proposed recursive reduced model of the GSMT framework. The reduction average of the state space using GSMT is 18.54%. The reduced models have minimal equivalency relations with the original models. The second level of the performance analysis is to compare the code generation time for ten test cases (10 to 100,000 state explorations). We implemented the existing case studies in three famous translator frameworks SysML-ja [58] , IStar [59] , and FOAM [61] to compare with the performance of the GSMT framework. Since the selected framework supports just the LTS model, the structure of existing examples has been considered in forms of LTS for a fair measurement. Figure 16 depicts the code generation time for specifying the case studies. By increasing the number of the states and transitions in each example, the generation time is grown exponentially. As the result, the GSMT framework generates the final code by minimum time. 
Discussion
Some model checking converters follow up a standard translation architecture such as a design code structure, the specification properties definition, and an executive verifiable code. The proposed framework not only supports the standard platforms but also represents a specification rules generator, behavioral model generation, and space reduction approach. However, interconnecting some verification approaches such as process algebraic methods and theorem proving tools is a key challenge in complex software and hardware development. The experimental results acquired via some individual test cases obviously demonstrate that the recursive reduction method improves significantly the execution and verification time. Nevertheless, the increasing of the generated specification rules can influence code generation complexity and rise to check the time of the properties negatively, and enhancement of the system correctness positively. The limitations of the GSMT framework can be improved with applying the evolutionary algorithms in the model checking approach. For example, the reduction time of the reduced model can significantly be decreased using greedy algorithms. For analyzing the completeness and soundness of a complex system, the model checking approach is timeconsuming and the theorem proving frameworks such as Isabelle 2 and SPASSD 3 tools can influence to prove these problems. Also, middleware converters between the concrete and the verifiable model are very useful to correctness evaluation of the complex systems. The important challenge of these converters is the approximation of the verifiable model to the implementation model. Table 4 shows the comparison of the related frameworks and the GSMT according to the verification environment factors in terms of code generation mode, editor layer, graphical modeling creation, property generation section, and reduction approach. In this evaluation, the GSMT support all of the verification environment factors automatically.
Conclusion and future work
In this research, a GSMT is presented with respect to simplifying the behavioral modeling software systems. It consists of the behavioral modeling in form of the LTS and the KS, generating a graphical state exploration diagram of the behavioral model, generating the expected specification rules automatically, translating the behavioral model to the SMV codes, and reduction of the state space. The important functionality of the GSMT is the implementation of the syntactic reduced approach that ameliorates the state space explosion. Also, the framework generates the specification rules for proofing the correctness of the model automatically. In order to use the NuSMV, the GSMT supports both the LTL and CTL formulas to add the final code for execution in the interactive environment. The experimental results of the GSMT shown that this framework has usability and simplicity for behavioral modeling software and hardware systems. In comparison analysis, the reduction approach can significantly decrease the execution time for model verification. In addition, the framework has a sufficient execution time for generating final executable SMV code rather than the other translation model checking frameworks. In checking the generated specification properties for each model in average, the 
